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Dear reader,
We are Formula Student Team Delft and we are designing
and building a four-wheel driven electric race-car. With
this car, the DUT19, we will compete in the Formula
student competition. Our team consist of 73 excellent
students from the Delft University of Technology who
are all driven to build the best possible car this year.
With these newsletters, we want to keep you updated
on what our team has been doing recently. Within
the present issue, we will start from the beginning
of the year and highlight some of the biggest
events we have attended. You will, among other
things, read about our kick-off, team weekend and
an introducing interview with our team manager.
Sincerely, The DUT19 Team

Kick-off Brunel

On the 13th of September DUT19
kicked-off the new season at Brunel’s
headquarters at the airport of Rotterdam.
All the fresh new team members were
welcomed in Rotterdam and were
presented with an opening presentation
by the managers of DUT19. Going
through the team itself, this year’s goals
and challenges, and of course a highly
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motivated and exciting forecast on the
upcoming adventure. Everyone was very
excited and only had one mission in
mind: to build the best possible car! The
night followed and we enjoyed a great
barbecue on Brunel’s rooftop. A perfect
(first) way to get to know each other!

Teamweekend
On Friday the 9th of November we left
Delft and went to Oosterhout. In case you
were wondering, Oosterhout is a typical
small Dutch city, near the city of Breda.
Once the majority of the group had
arrived on Friday evening, the bags were
dropped inside the rooms and the party
could get started. It was a long night filled
with some good talks and good drinks.
After a few hours of sleep, the alarms
rang early in the morning. The organizers
of this whole weekend, Tinus and Jeffrey,
thought organizing an active activity
would be a good way to kick off the new
day. So off we went into a full armor,
climbing high up in the trees. After this
challenging, yet exciting activity, the
team took over the subtropical swimming
pool. Diving, bubbling, sliding, chilling;

a perfect way to relax and enjoy some
time together. After a fun day in Hank,
another idyllic Dutch city, we returned
to our place in Oosterhout and watched
the F1 qualifications. The rest of the
evening was filled with food, drinks
and some nice (table tennis) games.
The next and final morning of the team
weekend started a little bit later, as we
could all use some extra sleep. We enjoyed
breakfast and took a walk outside. Tim set
off a nice trail and took us off-road into the
forests of Oosterhout. Of course this was
an excellent moment for an official DUT19
team picture, see below! Thereafter
we cleaned our residence tightly and
headed back to Delft. We finished
our trip in style and ate pizza together
while watching the Grand Prix of Brazil!
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Events
Besides the highlighted events of the
kick-off and the team weekend, the team
has obviously not been sitting still during
the remaining period of time. If you have
been following our social media channels
(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter), you might
have seen some of the other events we
have attended. Like our annual sponsor
riding day where some of our sponsors
got the opportunity to drive the DUT18
themselves! We went karting with the team
(we’ll elaborate upon this outing later since
two more kart outings will follow soon).
The team members got to make their first
FSG rules quiz in order to practice for the
real test. Another fun moment was when
we received the first badge of DUT19
clothing; so we can meet you all in style!
We were invited to join the first “Mobility
University” of Siemens. Furthermore
did we visit TBP electronics, Hellerman
Tyton, Brunel, AKG, DNVGL We also had
events were we not only presented some
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of our beloved team members, but we
also took the DUT18 with us. The DUT18
and DUT15 were tested at the beginning
of the year at airbase Valkenburg, we
took the DUT18 to the Science Centre
in Delft, and last week the DUT18 was
exposed at the expo convention center
in Houten during the Vakbeurs Mobiliteit.
On October 24th our core team got a
management workshop from Open Mind
Management (OMM). The CEO Jane
Zuidema helped them find out what
characteristics every core team member
has and how to communicate with each
other within discussions or just in general.
Since we all know everyone is unique and
has a preferred method of communicating
etc. this was really helpful to get to know
each other and use the knowledge in all of
our meetings. Therefore we want to thank
both Jane and Open Mind Management
for
this
mind
opening
session!

Concept phase and
preliminary design
Since we start from scratch to an
entire race car, our team immediately
started designing after the kick-off.
The design phase has developed from
the concept phase into the preliminary
design up to now. It all began with an
exploration per department on how its
part actually worked and looked like.
Once the engineers were familiar with
the specifications of their part, the real
challenge began: designing the new part
for the DUT19. From concept sketches
to actual sketches in Catia: the DUT19
is starting to get its final outlines. Both
phases were rounded off successfully.

The phases were closed with two
presentations on which the chiefs
presented their department’s findings
which led to their design. Unfortunately
for you, the actual specifications from
these design phases and thus the
DUT19, are still highly secret. Soon
the DUT19 will be finished and will
we be working towards the design
presentation, were the actual design
will be revealed to you for the first time.
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Design
presentation
Friday the 18th of January the time was
there: the moment we revealed the
design of the DUT19 car to the rest of the
world. You might have joined the design
presentation at Airborne the Hague,
maybe not, but we hereby provide
you a small recap of this special day.
On Thursday, the day before, we brought
four of the DUT cars to the Hague and
made sure the stage was ready. The core
team started Friday morning early and
arrived in the Hague around 9 am. With
a final run-through of the presentation,
check up on the lights and cameras, we
were ready to rumble! At 11.30 am the rest
of the crew for the design presentation
arrived and were instructed on their
position as either a waiter/waitress or a
hostess. Around 1.30 pm our sponsors
and alumni arrived to be welcomed with a
drink and at 2 pm the design presentation
could really begin. Siemens kicked off the
presentation and welcomed Jelmer on
stage. After a short introduction on the
DUT19 team and the Formula Student
competition, the design of the DUT19
could be revealed. It was the first time
we showed the final design to the public,
so this was really exciting! The reactions
were praising and very enthusiastic.
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In the evening it was time for the rest of
the team members to arrive. We took
a team picture and ensured the hall
was ready to welcome our friends and
family. Around 7.30 pm the first guests
arrived. The presentation started at 8
pm and followed the same procedure
as the one we held at the afternoon. At
the same time we started a livestream
so everyone who was not at Airborne
could still join the presentation. Again
the presentation and the design of the
DUT19 car were loved and everyone
was impressed. It was very special to
share this evening with our (grand)
parents/siblings/partners/roommates/
etc. since we have been working hard
towards this moment. Afterwards it was
time for some big celebrations, so we
closed the day off with a few good drinks!
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Interview jelmer Blom
For those who don’t know him well
enough yet, we present you a small
interview with DUT19’s team manager;
Jelmer Blom.

What do you think is the most exciting
about Formula Student Team Delft?
Working together with so many people
and pushing each other every day to
make the best car possible. One of the
best things about this competition is
the level of our competitors. Year after
year they are making better cars and
forcing us to step up our game. If your
goal is to design the best car, this results
in never being able to take it easy as
a team. However, this also makes the
competition season so exciting and
rewarding if we succeed in the end.
How do you think Formula Student
Team Delft distinguishes itself from
the other teams?

Hi Jelmer! Could you start with shortly
introducing yourself?
My name is Jelmer, 22, and this year I
have the honour to be the Team Manager
of this great team. Last year I was already
part of the DUT18 while I finished my
Bachelor Applied Physics on the side.
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First of all our alumni. The fact that so
many alumni are closely involved with
the team and guiding it in different ways
says a lot about the impact of the team
on its members. The team has such a
long and rich history. Whenever you
walk through the office or workshop,
there are so many cool things of previous
years to see. A lot of the blood, sweat
and tears they put into the team are still
visible in many ways.

You already joined the team last year,
what made you decide to become the
team manager of DUT19?

What is your vision/goal for DUT19?

To win FSG 2019! Last year we

were
so close to winning it and that is a big
motivation to take that trophy back to
Delft once again in 2019. A successful
team in my opinion is a team that enjoys
working together. If you get you get joy
out of working in our office, the rest will
come naturally.

The main reason was that I just enjoyed it
so much. Last year however I had to spend
part of my time finishing my studies and I
wanted to experience how it was to solely
focus on this project for a year. Next to
that, you learn so much more in a year
like this compared to a year in university.
Those combined made me decide to go What is going to be different this year?
for it another year fulltime.
The DUT19 has a couple of ‘firsts’ in DUT
history and will look significantly different
How does an average day of DUT19’s from previous cars. What these exactly are,
team manager look like?
we will see at the design presentation....
A lot of my days here are actually quite What is your favorite quote?
different, which is also one of the fun
things as a Team Manager. Some days I ‘Liever twee zwaluwen in de lucht, dan
spend on visiting our sponsors or keeping een gehaktbal zonder jus.’
in contact with them. Others on having
personal talks with team members and
making sure they feel at home in the
team. Whatever it is, it mostly involves
interaction with people and not a lot of
sitting behind my desk.
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